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Abstract  

Background:   

Late allocation of organs for transplant impairs post liver transplant (LT) survival.  

Cardiac dysfunction, especially diastolic and autonomic dysfunction, is frequent and  

plays an important role in the prognosis of cirrhotic patients. However, the role of  

myocardial contractility is unexplored and its prognostic value is controversially  

discussed. This study analyses the role of myocardial contractility assessed by speckle  

tracking echocardiography in LT allocation.  

Methods:   

168 cirrhotic patients (training cohort: 111, validation cohort: 57) awaiting LT in two  

centers were included in this retrospective study.   

Results:   

51 patients from the training and all patients from the validation cohort were  

transplanted; 36 patients of the training and 38 of the validation cohort were alive at the  

end of follow-up; 21 non-transplanted patients died. Contractility of the left ventricle  

increased with severity of the Child-Pugh score. Interestingly, higher left ventricular  

contractility in the training cohort patients, especially in those with Child-Pugh C, was an  

independent predictor of reduced transplant-free survival. In male patients, the effects  

on survival of increased left and right ventricular myocardial contractility were more  

pronounced. Of note, competing risk analysis demonstrated that increased contractility  

is associated with earlier LT, which could be confirmed in the validation cohort.  

Importantly, left ventricular myocardial contractility had no impact on survival of patients  

not receiving LT or on post LT survival.   

Conclusion:   

This study demonstrates for the first time that increased myocardial contractility in  

decompensated patients identifies patients who require LT earlier, but without increased  

post LT mortality.   

  

Word count (max 275): 273  
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Introduction 

Liver transplantation (LT) is the only curative treatment for patients with end-stage liver 

disease (1). Due to the scarcity of available organs and the high number of patients 

requiring transplantation, prioritizing and stratification of patients is crucial to improve 

post LT survival, quality of life and allocation of health care resources (1). While organ 

allocation differs from country to country, the MELD score-based allocation is widely 

applied (1, 2). However, due to high demand, in some countries (e.g. Germany) patients 

are transplanted only when their MELD score is very high and the patients are already 

very sick (1). Therefore, predictors to identify patients requiring LT earlier could 

potentially improve post LT outcome.  

Cardiac dysfunction in cirrhosis is frequent.  It is characterized by an increased cardiac 

output at rest and the inability to raise it adequately due to blunted contractility as a 

response to stress (e.g. exercise, volume expansion, surgery) (3, 4). The novel two-

dimensional speckle tracking echocardiography (STE) is able to detect myocardial 

deformation in different dimensions (e.g. longitudinal, radial, etc.) and thus to evaluate 

regional and global ventricular function. It is less angle-dependent and less sensitive to 

artifacts than other echography techniques (5). Recent studies using this technique 

revealed controversial results with respect to whether the left ventricular (LV) 

longitudinal strain is impaired in cirrhotic patients (6-10). Moreover, meticulously 

performed older investigations on cardiac function show that different features possibly 

persist after LT, while others improve. Hence, this subject continues to be 

controversially discussed due to poor understanding of the pathophysiology and lack of 

reproducible techniques to assess cardiac function (11-14).  

The aim of our study was to apply STE to identify patients who will require and be 

eligible for LT in two transplant centers. 
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Patients and methods  

A total of 248 patients (Bonn n=148, Vienna n=100) awaiting liver transplantation were  

considered to be retrospectively included. All patients underwent TTE examination prior  

to being listed for LT. Two independent observers rated the image quality of TTE as  

follows: 1, high; 2, middle; 3, low quality. Only patients with TTE of middle to high  

quality were included. The exclusion of patients due to the quality of TTE is a limitation  

resulting from the retrospective nature of this study. At the Department of Internal  

Medicine I, University Clinic Bonn, Germany, 111 cirrhotic patients were retrospectively  

included. These patients were received a TTE at the moment of evaluation and  

inclusion in the waiting list for LT between November 2008 and January 2014. The  

validation cohort (VC) consisted of 57 liver transplant candidates included at the  

Division of Transplantation, Department of Surgery, Medical University of Vienna,  

Austria, between March 2009 and December 2015. All 57 patients from Vienna and 51  

patients from Bonn underwent liver transplantation. The recruitment of patients is shown  

in Figure 1.  

The diagnosis of cirrhosis was based on clinical, hemodynamic and biochemical  

parameters, ultrasound imaging and/or biopsy criteria. Patients were included if they  

had undergone a complete echocardiographic examination within the last three months  

before evaluation for LT.   

Biochemical parameters were analyzed using standard methods. The local ethics  

committee of the University of Bonn (Nr. 121/14) and the ethics committee of the  

University of Vienna (Nr. 1617/2016) approved the study in accordance with the  

Declaration of Helsinki.  

  

Conventional echocardiography  

In order to evaluate myocardial function, 168 transthoracic echocardiograms (TTE)  

were recorded by measuring two-dimensional speckle tracking strains. TTE  

examination was performed with commercially available equipment (Vivid 7, General  

Electric Medical Health, Waukesha, Wisconsin, USA; iE33, Philips Medical Systems,  

Koninklijke N.V.) with a 2.5 MHz phased array transducer. The software Xcelera  

(R3.3L1 3.3.1.1046 -2012 by Philips Medical Systems, Koninklijke N.V.) was applied to  

digitally store the TTE data for later usage. TTE was undertaken in the left lateral  

decubitus position in standard parasternal short axis, parasternal long axis and apical  

four-chamber views according to the recommendations of the American Society of  
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Echocardiography. Modified Simpson method was used to calculate left ventricular  

ejection fraction (EF) from four-chamber view. To assess left ventricular diastolic  

dysfunction, conventional pulsed-wave Doppler techniques were used with the sample  

volume positioned at the tips of mitral valve leaflets to measure mitral inflow velocities.  

Early peak diastolic filling velocity (E), late peak diastolic atrial filling velocity (A) and the  

E/A ratio were measured. Tissue Doppler imaging was also implemented to determine  

velocities within the myocardium, as this technique is less dependent on age and load  

conditions than conventional pulsed-wave Doppler and it enables differentiation  

between normal and pseudo normal E and A wave patterns. A sample volume was  

placed at the septal wall at the level of the mitral annulus to measure whether peak  

early diastolic mitral annular velocity (E’) and E/E’ ratio differed between non and grade  

2 left ventricular diastolic dysfunction. The obtained data provided the basis for  

classification of left ventricular diastolic dysfunction into the following four categories:  

normal diastolic function: E/A ratio >1 and E/E’ ratio <8; grade 1: E/A ratio <0.75 and  

E/E’ ratio <0.8; grade 2: E/A ratio 0.75-1.5 and E/E’ ratio 8-15; grade 3: E/A ratio >1.5  

and E/E’ ratio >15.  

  

Speckle tracking echocardiography (STE)  

During routine ultrasound imaging in the context of liver transplant evaluation, four- 

chamber views were recorded (Figure 2A). Left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) as a  

conventional echocardiographic parameter to determine systolic function has been  

suggested to be highly load-dependent and to measure global systolic function of the  

left chamber irrespective of the directions of contraction of the individual myocardial  

layers. Consequently, two-dimensional STE was performed as a novel approach to non- 

invasively assess left ventricular myocardial strain aiming for a more accurate  

estimation of regional myocardial function. The commercially available software Image  

Arena 4.3 (TomTec Imaging Systems GmbH© 2001-2010, Unterschleissheim,  

Germany) was used as it automatically measures frame-by-frame myocardial  

shortening of a distance between two points on the myocardium (Figure 2B).  

Longitudinal and radial segmental two-dimensional strains of the left as well as the right  

ventricle were analyzed in apical four-chamber view. For this purpose, the endocardial  

boundary in the left as well as the right ventricle was set manually. Each ventricle was  

automatically divided into the following six segments: basal lateral/septal, mid  

lateral/septal and apical lateral/septal. Longitudinal strain was calculated. Longitudinal  
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strain values are an absolute measure, expressed as a percentage. The minus sign 

merely illustrates the process of shortening by means of contraction of the myocardium 

in longitudinal direction, i.e. the higher the global longitudinal strain (GLS) the more 

negative the value. 

 

Electrocardiography 

Conventional electrocardiogram was performed in 111 patients from Bonn prior to their 

evaluation for LT. In addition to the QT interval duration heart rate and the duration of P 

wave, PR interval and QRS complex were recorded. QTc interval duration was 

calculated using Bazett’s formula and defined as prolonged when greater than 430 ms. 

 

Statistical analysis 

The Mann-Whitney test was used for unpaired comparisons and the Kruskal-Wallis test 

if more than two groups were compared.  Correlations were analyzed with Spearman’s 

correlation coefficient. Univariate time-to-event analysis was performed to identify 

parameters that significantly predict survival. Cox regression analysis (forward stepwise 

likelihood ratio) using the significant predictors in the univariate analysis was performed 

to identify independent predictors of survival. Kaplan-Meier curves were used to 

compare the survival rates of patients using the log-rank test. In ten random patients, 

we tested inter- and intra-observer reproducibility of GLS by intraclass correlation 

coefficient. While coefficient > 0.8 indicates a good reliability, in the analysis obtained in 

this study, the intra-observer reproducibility of GLS was 0.98 and the inter-observer 

reproducibility GLS was 0.97.  

These analyses were performed using SPSS 22 for Windows (SPSS Inc. Chicago, IL, 

USA). To analyses the competing risk of death, especially in case of patients without or 

with liver transplantation, the overall survival was also determined by using competing 

risks analysis. The competing risks analysis was performed using the software r 

statistics as previously described (15).  
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Results  

General baseline characteristics of the patients  

The clinical baseline characteristics are shown in Table 1. The median age of patients  

was 56 years, and 60-70% patients were male. In the training cohort, etiology of  

cirrhosis was mainly alcoholic liver disease, while in the validation cohort viral hepatitis  

predominated, but still this difference was not significant (Table 1). The majority of the  

patients at the time of listing had a Child-Pugh score B or C. No significant difference  

between the training and the validation cohort was observed concerning MELD score  

(median MELD = 16 vs.15). Interestingly, creatinine, total white blood cell count (TWBC)  

and gGT were higher in the training cohort than in the validation cohort, possibly due to  

the higher number of of alcoholic liver cirrhosis cases and an increased incidence of  

SBP and HRS in the training cohort (Table 1). Further characteristics are detailed in  

Table 1.  

  

Baseline characteristics compared to outcome of patients  

The training cohort consisted of 39 patients who recovered without LT and who were  

alive at the end of follow-up, 21 patients who died without LT, 15 patients who died after  

LT and 36 patients who were alive after LT (Supplemental Table 1). Comparison of  

these groups revealed that the patients who did not require LT were younger, had  

mainly Child-Pugh A, a lower MELD score, less decompensation events (SBP, HE,  

HRS, etc.), lower bilirubin, INR, CRP, TWBC and higher albumin levels than the  

patients receiving LT or patients, who died without LT (Supplemental Table 1). No major  

difference was found between patients who died after LT and those who were alive in  

the training cohort (Supplemental Table 1). By contrast, in the validation cohort, the  

patients who deceased during follow up were comparable to the patients who survived  

after LT, and higher INR and bilirubin levels in the survivors was statistically significant  

(Supplemental Table 2).   

  

Electrocardiography, conventional echocardiography and STE parameters  

Regarding STE parameters, a significant increase in myocardial contractility of the right  

and left ventricular strains was found in the validation cohort when compared to the  

training cohort (Supplemental Table 3). However, global longitudinal strain (GLS) values  

of the right as well as the left ventricle were found to be highly impaired when compared  

to reference values of healthy individuals of previous studies and meta-analyses (LV  
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GLS: -14.9%, RV GLS: -16.9%, Supplemental Table 3). Moreover, the global left  

ventricular longitudinal strain (LV GLS) showed increased myocardial contractility in  

Child-Pugh C compared to Child-Pugh B patients of the training cohort (Figure 2C), and  

in Child-Pugh B patients when compared to Child-Pugh A patients of the validation  

cohort (Figure 2D).   

Detailed analysis of the groups with different outcomes in both cohorts found no  

significant trend between them (Supplemental Tables 4 and 5). The strain values of the  

investigated groups, alive vs. dead and LT, LT-free and post-LT, did not differ  

significantly (Supplemental Tables 4 and 5).   

Interestingly, GLS of the left ventricle correlated significantly with INR in both cohorts  

(Rs=-0.24; p=.01 in training cohort; Rs=-0.25; p=.02 in validation cohort), while MELD  

score correlated with RV GLS in the training cohort (Rs=-0.22; p=.02) and with LV GLS  

in the validation cohort (Rs=-0.25; p<.05).   

Overall, STE parameters, especially increased left ventricular contractility, were  

associated with progression of liver disease reflected by higher Child-Pugh and MELD  

scores.  

Importantly, no association was observed between intake of drugs, which might have an  

impact on cardiac contractility (e.g. non-selective beta-blocker), QTC interval and STE  

or outcome (data not shown).  

  

Prognostic role of baseline STE in transplant-free survival in the training cohort  

Stratifying patients of the training cohort using LV GLS revealed a significant difference  

in transplant-free survival (death or LT) in patients with increased myocardial  

contractility compared to those with less contractile left ventricle (Figure 3A).   

Next, predictors of transplant-free survival were analyzed for the training cohort. Among  

the parameters outlined in Table 2, GLS of the right ventricle (p=.02), as well as GLS  

(p=.002), apical septal (p=.049), mid lateral (p=.004) and basal lateral segment (p=.03)  

of the left ventricle were identified as predictors of transplant-free survival in the  

univariate time-to-event analysis of the training cohort. However, in the multivariate  

model, only the left ventricular longitudinal strain of the apical septal segment could be  

identified as an independent predictor of transplant-free survival together with  

creatinine, bilirubin, INR and Child-Pugh score (Table 2). This finding was confirmed in  

the Kaplan-Meier plot (Figure 3B).  
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We then analyzed the role of STE parameters in transplant-free survival of subgroups. 

In Child-Pugh C patients, LV GLS predicted transplant-free survival in the training 

cohort (Figure 3C). In univariate Cox regression analysis to determine predictors of 

transplant-free survival, apart from the MELD-score (p<.007; HR=1.16), only LV GLS 

showed significant predictive value (p=.02; HR=0.88). Multivariate Cox regression 

analysis revealed two parameters as independent predictors of transplant-free survival, 

namely LV GLS (p<.05; HR=0.83, CI: 0.69-1.0) and MELD score (p<.01; HR=1.24, CI: 

1.08-1.43).  

Interestingly, myocardial contractility seems to play an important role in males, since we 

found a significantly worse transplant-free survival in male patients with higher GLS in 

the left and the right ventricle (Supplemental Figure 1A, B). 

 

Competing risk analysis of LT 

Using competing risks analysis, we analyzed the separate effect of LV GLS on patients 

receiving (n=51) or not receiving LT (n=60). Interestingly, while in patients receiving LT, 

higher LV contractility was associated with LT, contractility had no effect on survival in 

patients not receiving LT (Figure 4A). In Child-Pugh C patients, this effect was already 

present in the first year of being placed on the waiting list (Figure 4B).  

 

Validation of the prognostic role of baseline STE for liver transplant allocation in 

the validation group 

In order to validate the role of STE on the LT timing and possibly its outcome, we 

investigated the validation cohort of patients, who were on a waiting list for LT in 

another transplant center (Vienna University).  

The role of LV GLS on transplant-free survival of patients could not be confirmed in the 

validation cohort (Figure 4C). Analysis of the validation cohort revealed that in the 

univariate analysis, LV GLS is a predictor of time to liver transplantation. However, it is 

not an independent predictor as shown in Table 3, where only the MELD score is 

identified as an independent predictor of time to transplantation. While the role of LV 

GLS in Child-Pugh C patients could be confirmed (Figure 4D), this was not an 

independent predictor for time to transplantation (data not shown).  

Moreover, no effect of left ventricular longitudinal strain of the apical septal segment 

was detected (data not shown).  
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Post-transplant survival 

Further analysis of the role of LV GLS on post transplant mortality found no significant 

effect in the training cohort (Figure 5A). This could be confirmed in the validation cohort 

(Figure 5B). 
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Discussion  

This study shows for the first time that STE parameters at the time of listing for LT might  

predict decompensation and allocation for LT independent of MELD score in two  

different transplant centers. This study suggests that TTE - performed at the time when  

a patient is placed on the waiting list for LT - might be useful not only to exclude severe  

cardiac diseases, which preclude LT, but also to estimate the urgency for the need of  

LT, especially in Child-Pugh C patients.   

Cardiac function has been discussed to predict survival in many situations in cirrhosis  

(3, 4, 16). Indeed, a number of invasive and elaborate investigations have been  

performed in humans to identify different types of cirrhotic cardiac dysfunction before  

and after LT (11-14). However, despite controversial conclusions, all of these reports  

agree that contractility and cardiac workload increase with severity of liver disease. It is  

therefore not surprising that in our study, myocardial contractility was also higher in  

patients with a higher Child-Pugh score.  

Our data are more specific than data from studies using conventional  

echocardiography, since the latter uses ejection fraction (EF) as a marker of systolic  

dysfunction. EF is significantly limited for the detection of systolic dysfunction in early  

disease stages of liver cirrhosis as systolic dysfunction at rest can be masked for a long  

time due to splanchnic arterial vasodilatation and decreased vascular resistance, which  

reduces afterload and increases EF. Speckle tracking echocardiography has emerged  

as a useful tool to assess early and subclinical myocardial dysfunction in several  

cardiac diseases, while left ventricular strain seems to be lower in cirrhotic patients (6,  

9). However, other reports have shown that STE remains unimpaired in decompensated  

cirrhosis (10). To date, reports describing myocardial contractility assessed by STE  

have focused on the description of the technique in cirrhosis and on evaluating overall  

mortality in cirrhosis, kidney injury or other complications (6-10). Therefore, little is  

known about the prognostic role of STE in patients listed for LT.   

Taking into account that all patients evaluated for LT before being placed on the waiting  

list require TTE in order to exclude severe cardiac disease precluding LT, STE is  

feasible in all patients on the waiting list. STE is an excellent, easy-to-perform tool for  

the prognosis of decompensation. In our experience, STE, and especially LV GLS,  

seem to effectively predict the necessity for LT in decompensated patients listed for  

liver transplantation. This prediction is robust and could hold true in two transplant  

centers.  
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Our study could analyze the role of STE in the prognosis of death without LT and the 

time of allocation for LT, which, in our training cohort, comprises the transplant-free 

survival using competing risk analysis. Confirming previous reports, we did not observe 

any parameter of speckle tracking echocardiography associated with death without LT 

(9). On the contrary, we observed a close correlation of STE parameters with time of 

LT, which might reflect the urgency of LT in these patients. This suggests that STE at 

the time when patients were listed for LT predicts the time until liver decompensation. 

The data obtained within the German training cohort were confirmed in an Austrian 

transplant center with center-based organ allocation. In this validation cohort, the 

patients’ conditions were more severe, with higher myocardial contractility at baseline. 

Interestingly, the transplant-free survival of these patients was not different from time to 

transplantation, since all patients were transplanted. Importantly, the MELD score is not 

independent of LT, since it is used as a prioritizing tool. These issues need to be 

addressed in a prospective study.  

The information obtained from a routine assessment of cardiac function might be 

beneficial in the allocation of organs. Due to the scarcity of organs, especially in 

Germany, patients wait for a long time and will receive an organ allocation only when 

their MELD score is very high. During this time, some patients either develop 

complications precluding LT or are in such a condition that futility of care could be 

discussed. Thus, these patients must be identified earlier and with objective criteria to 

receive a higher priority in organ allocation to prevent post-LT complications, which are 

significantly higher in patients transplanted with higher MELD scores (1).  

The results of this study suggest for the first time that STE parameters provide a tool to 

identify standard exception points in these patients in order to enable earlier organ 

allocation, similarly to patients with hepatocellular carcinoma within Milan criteria or in 

patients suffering from primary sclerosing cholangitis (1). However, the data presented 

in this study must be confirmed and elaborated further.  

While speculating on the pathophysiological mechanisms underlying these findings, the 

theory of encroachment on the cardiac reserve with regard to HRS comes to mind (17). 

Similarly to HRS, patients with normal myocardial contractility might not be ill enough to 

require LT, while patients with encroachment on the cardiac reserve and thus abnormal 

myocardial contractility will decompensate and their MELD score will increase. This 

could also be substantiated by the data provided by other groups (18). An enhancement 

of sympathetic nervous activity resulting in an augmented systolic function might also 
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play a role in the pathophysiology of the increase of myocardial contractility as recently  

shown (19). Especially in Child-Pugh C patients, STE parameters were independent  

predictors of transplant-free survival and time to transplantation. In the validation cohort,  

where myocardial contractility was considerably increased, we observed a similar effect  

on the time to LT. Therefore, STE predicted the need for LT. Indeed, after LT, these  

patients had similar survival to patients with normal myocardial contractility, suggesting  

that the impaired contractility was due to cirrhosis and could be reversible, as proposed  

but still controversially discussed by several authors (11-14).   

This study has a number of limitations. The retrospective nature of the study, limited by  

the technical feasibility of STE analysis, resulted in omission of circulating markers of  

myocardial dysfunction (eg. pro-brain natriuretic peptide). This in turn limited the  

strength of recommendation and possibly introduced a selection bias. Moreover, the  

different technical settings of the TTE render a combination of the data obtained in the  

different cohorts impossible. All these limitations could be avoided in a prospective  

study. However, even in a prospective setting, when the exact time of organ availability  

is unknown, the time course between STE and transplantation varies between patients.  

Moreover, using LT as outcome metric, which is influenced by all variables, is a further  

limitation of the study. Also, in both cohorts, despite their similarity in clinical  

parameters, we found considerably different STE parameters. Moreover, in one cohort,  

not all patients were transplanted, while in the other cohort, all patients received LT.  

Despite the fact that the etiology of liver disease was significantly different between the  

cohorts, no significant association was observed regarding the STE parameters.  

However, this cannot be completely excluded due to the limited sample size. Actually,  

these differences can serve to confirm the validity of the study, which shows that in  

different allocation systems and different cohorts, our findings hold true. However,  

confirmation in further studies with sufficient power is required in order to deliver cut-offs  

and possibly pathophysiological insight.    

In summary, this study demonstrates for the first time that increased myocardial  

contractility in decompensated patients identifies patients, who would benefit earlier  

form LT but without increased post-LT mortality independent of the allocation system.  

Since TTE is a routine examination in the waiting list work up, this study offers an easy  

and elegant tool to allocate organs to patients at risk.  
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Figure legends 

 

Figure 1. Recruitment table 

A total of 205 patients (Bonn 148, Vienna 57) awaiting liver transplantation were 

retrospectively included. The inclusion criteria were baseline TTE examination at the 

time of being placed on the LT waiting list and technical feasibility to perform STE in the 

recorded loops.  

 

Figure 2. Assessment of speckle tracking echocardiography (STE) and left 

ventricular global longitudinal strain (LV GLS) according to Child-Pugh score 

A depicts a typical view of the recording of speckles and an example of analysis is 

shown in B. Left ventricular global longitudinal strain was significantly higher in Child-

Pugh B compared to Child-Pugh C patients in the training cohort (C). Similarly, in the 

validation cohort, LV GLS was significantly higher in Child-Pugh B compared to Child-

Pugh A patients (D). LV GLS, left ventricular global longitudinal strain. Groups were 

compared using Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney test.  

 

Figure 3. Survival of liver cirrhotic patients stratified by median of left ventricular 

global longitudinal strain 

LV global longitudinal strain (GLS) lower than -14.9 % (more contractility) showed a 

significantly lower transplant-free survival in all patients (A) and Child-Pugh C patients 

(C). Similarly, left ventricular longitudinal strain of the apical septal segment lower than -

12.1 % was associated with worse survival (B). LV GLS, left ventricular global 

longitudinal strain. Survival rates are shown using Kaplan-Meier plots and analyzed by 

log-rank test. 

 

Figure 4. Competing risk analysis of left ventricular global longitudinal strain 
Competing risk analysis of LV GLS revealed that LV GLS possibly predicts the 

allocation for LT, while it did not show any predictive value in patients not receiving LT 

(A). This effect was observed in Child-Pugh C patients on the waiting list (B). While LV 

GLS did not reveal a significant effect on time-to-transplantation in all patients of the 

validation cohort (C), it was very noticeable in the subgroup of Child-Pugh C patients 

(D). LV GLS, left ventricular global longitudinal strain. Survival rates are shown using 

Kaplan-Meier plots and analyzed by log-rank test. 
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Figure 5: Post-LT survival and left ventricular longitudinal strain 

No influence on post liver transplant survival of left ventricular global longitudinal strain 

could be detected in patients in the training (A) or the validation cohort (B). LV GLS, left 

ventricular global longitudinal strain. Survival rates are shown using Kaplan-Meier plots 

and analyzed by log-rank test. 
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Table 1. Clinical and laboratory parameters in patients of both cohorts  

 

 

MELD, Model of End Stage Liver Disease; SBP, spontaneous bacterial peritonitis; HRS, hepatorenal 

syndrome; HE, hepatic encephalopathy, CRP, c-reactive protein; INR, International Normalized Ratio; 

TWBC, total white blood cell count; Hb, hemoglobin; gGT, gamma-glutamyl transferase; ALT, alanine 

amino transferase; AST, aspartate amino transferase. Groups were compared using Mann-Whitney 

test.   

Parameters Training cohort Validation cohort p-value 

gender (male / female) 72 / 39 41 / 16 n.s. 

age 55.7 (24.6 - 71.2) 55.5 (27 - 71) n.s. 

etiology (alcohol / viral / other) 52 / 29 / 30 16 / 24 / 17 n.s. 

Child-Pugh score class (A / B / C) 36 / 53 / 22 12 / 17 / 28 n.s. 

MELD score 16 (6 - 40) 15 (6 - 25) n.s. 

ascites (absent / mild / severe) 55 / 42 / 14 21 / 28 / 8 n.s. 

history of SBP (no / yes) 91 / 20 54 / 3 n.s. 

history of HRS (no / yes) 84 / 27 55 /2 n.s. 

HE ( 0 / I-II / III-IV ) 77 / 27 / 7 5 / 49 / 1 n.s. 

arterial hypertension (absent / present) 84 / 27 44 / 13 n.s. 

diabetes mellitus (absent / present) 89 / 22 40 / 17 n.s. 

ß-blocker therapy (absent / present) 50 / 61 30 / 27 n.s. 

antibiotic therapy (absent / present) 63 / 48 43 / 14 n.s. 

sodium [mmol/L] 137 (114 - 146) 136 (117 - 144) n.s. 

creatinine [mg/dL] 1.1 (0.4 - 12.2) 0.9 (0.4 - 2.5) .002 

bilirubin [mg/dL] 2.7 (0.3 - 60.6) 3.0 (0.3 - 30.6) n.s. 

CRP [mg/L] 8.6 (0.2 - 88.8) 5.8 (0.5 – 207.9) n.s. 

albumin [g/L] 30.1 (15 - 49.9) 30.3 (4.9 - 42.2) n.s. 

INR 1.3 (0.9 - 5.3) 1.4 (1 - 5.8) n.s. 

TWBC [G/L] 5.5 (1.8 - 27) 4.5 (0.6 - 13.2) .01 

Hb [g/dL] 11.1 (6.5 - 15.5) 11.9 (7.1 - 15.6) n.s. 

platelets [G/L] 86 (26 - 728) 81 (23 - 573) n.s. 

gGT [U/L] 105 (23 - 1339) 70 (14 - 1357) .004 

ALT [U/L] 36 (6 - 216) 56 (16 - 453) n.s. 

AST [U/L] 59 (15 - 309) 30 (10 - 256) n.s. 
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Table 2. Univariate time-to-event analysis and multivariate Cox regression analysis 

(forward stepwise likelihood ratio) in the training cohort regarding transplant-free 

survival 

  Univariate Multivariate 

Parameters p  HR p HR (95% confidence interval) 

creatinine .003 1.2 .01 2.3 (1.2 – 4.2) 

bilirubin <.001 1.1 <.001 1.3 (1.2 – 1.5) 

INR <.001 2.4 .001 10.8 (3.4 – 34.4) 

TWC .004 1.1 n.s. n.s. 

Hb <.001 0.8 n.s. n.s. 

platelets .03 1.0 n.s. n.s. 

gGT .047 1.0 n.s. n.s. 

AST .03 1.0 n.s. n.s. 

MELD score <.001 1.2 n.s. n.s. 

Child-Pugh score <.001 1.3 .01 0.7 (0.5 – 0.9) 

HE grade <.001 1.9 n.s. n.s. 

ascites grade .02 1.3 n.s. n.s. 

history of SBP  <.001 3.3 n.s. n.s. 

P-wave .03 1.0 n.s. n.s. 

EDV .02 1.0 n.s. n.s. 

ESV .048 1.0 n.s. n.s. 

E/A .04 0.8 n.s. n.s. 

E/E` .01 0.7 n.s. n.s. 

RV GLS .02 0.9 n.s. n.s. 

LV Longitudinal apical
§
 .049 0.9 .02 0.9 (0.8 – 1.0) 

LV Longitudinal mid lateral .004 0.9 n.s. n.s. 

LV Longitudinal basal .03 1.0 n.s. n.s. 

LV GLS .002 0.9 n.s. n.s. 

§ decreasing contractility is associated with increased transplant-free survival.  

INR, International Normalized Ratio; TWC, total white cell count; Hb, hemoglobin; gGT, gamma-

glutamyl transferase; ALT, alanine amino transferase; AST, aspartate amino transferase; MELD, 

Model of End Stage Liver Disease; HE, hepatic encephalopathy; SBP, spontaneous bacterial 

peritonitis; P, p wave duration; EDV, end diastolic volume; ESV, end systolic volume; E/A, E to A ratio; 

E/E’, E to E’ ratio; RV GLS, right ventricular global longitudinal strain; LV GLS, left ventricular global 

longitudinal strain, HR, hazard ratio.   
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Table 3. Univariate time-to-event analysis and multivariate Cox regression analysis 

(forward stepwise likelihood ratio) in the validation cohort regarding transplant-free 

survival 

  Univariate Multivariate 

Parameters p  HR p HR (95% confidence interval) 

bilirubin .02 1.1 n.s. n.s. 

TWBC .03 1.1 n.s. n.s. 

AST .02 1.0 n.s. n.s. 

MELD score <.001 1.1 .001 1.2 (1.1 – 1.3) 

Child-Pugh score <.001 0.3 n.s. n.s. 

E/E` .04 1.4 n.s. n.s. 

LV GLS .1 0.9 n.s. n.s. 

 

TWBC, total white blood cell count; AST, aspartate amino transferase; MELD score, 

Model for End Stage Liver Disease; E/E’, E to E’ ratio; LV GLS, left ventricular global 

longitudinal strain. HR, hazard ratio 
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